We present a theory for rigorous quantum scattering calculations of probabilities for chemical 
where R α and r α are the mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates 53 , µ is the three-body reduced mass, γ α is the angle between the vectors R α and r α , V (R α , r α , γ α ) is the interaction potential, and α is the orbital angular momentum describing the mechanical rotation of the reactive complex. In Eq. (1), d(R α , r α , γ α ) is the dipole moment of the triatomic system, and E is the electric eld vector which denes the space-xed quantization axis z. We note that
where d α (r α ) is the permanent dipole moment of the diatomic molecule. The subscript α in Eqs. (1) and (2) 
where
and
Here, V (r α ) is the potential energy function, j α is the rotational angular momentum of the diatomic molecule, and H ef describes the interaction of the molecule with the electric eld.
The reactive scattering problem is most conveniently formulated in the Fock-Delves (FD) hyperspherical coordinates -the hyperradius ρ, the hyperangle θ α , and the Jacobi angle γ α -related to the mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates as follows
The Hamiltonian (1) can be expressed in the FD coordinates 52,53
The FD asymptotic HamiltonianH as can be represented as
where the operators
are obtained by the coordinate transformation from Eqs. (4) and (5). We use the tilde to denote the operators and functions expressed in the FD coordinates.
The total wave function of the reactive complex can be expanded as 52,53,55
where ω denotes collectively the hyperangles and ρ is the hyperradius dened by Eq. (6).
We emphasize that Eq. (11) 
where E t is the total energy. We will use the index i 0 only when necessary.
The basis functions Φ i (ω; ρ) can be chosen as the eigenfunctions of the adiabatic Hamiltonian 53,55H ad (ρ)Φ i (ω; ρ) = i (ρ)Φ i (ω; ρ), (13) where i (ρ) are the adiabatic eigenvalues, which depend parametrically on ρ. In this work, we dene the adiabatic Hamiltonian as the total Hamiltonian (7) without the hyperradial kinetic energyH ad (ρ) =H (ρ) +H ef , (14) whereH ef is the Hamiltonian for the molecule-eld interaction given by Eq. (10) and the eld-independent term can be written in the form
In deriving Eqs. (14) and (15), we have neglected the interaction of the three-body component of the dipole moment with electric elds Substituting the expansion (11) into the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian (7) and using Eq. (13), we obtain a system of close-coupled (CC) equations 52,53,5961
Eqs. (11), (13) and (17) can be solved on a grid of radial sectors ρ k extending from small values of ρ to ρ = ∞ to determine the total wave function of the reactive complex subject to the scattering boundary conditions. The reactive scattering problem can thus be separated into three steps: (i) the diagonalization of the adiabatic Schrödinger equation (13); (ii) the integration of the CC equations (17) , and (iii) matching the results of the numerical integration to the asymptotic form of the wave function as determined by reactive scattering boundary conditions.
B. The adiabatic eigenvalue problem
The adiabatic eigenvalue problem (13) can be solved using an expansion
where |ζ n are some orthonormal basis functions. Substituting this expansion into Eq. (13) leads to a matrix eigenvalue problem
The eigenvalues i (ρ) and eigenvectors T ni can be found once the adiabatic Hamiltonian matrix is specied in the basis |ζ i . In order to construct this matrix, we introduce a basis set that simultaneously includes primitive functions dened in all chemical arrangements 62,63
where the uncoupled space-xed (SF) basis functions are direct products of the spherical harmonics Y jM j (r α ) and Y M (R α ), and the FD rovibrational eigenfunctions and eigenenergies
The projection of the total angular momentum onto the electric eld axis M = M j + M is rigorously conserved for collisions in parallel elds 48, 49 . Therefore, the basis functions (20) corresponding to dierent values of M are not coupled, and the Schrödinger equation (14) can be solved independently for each M .
We emphasize that the basis functions (20) are not the eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum operator and that the angular momentum projections M j and M are dened with respect to the SF quantization axis determined by the direction of the external eld. We note that the basis (20) 
where λ i and X M αvjM j M ,n are, respectively, the real eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
where Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and the symmetric and orthogonal overlap matrix of the primitive basis functions (20) is given by
It is easy to verify that the functions dened by Eq. (22) 
Because the adiabatic functions calculated at dierent ρ are not orthogonal, we need an additional transformation between the adiabatic functions of the adjacent propagation sectors (say, ρ k−1 and ρ k ). The transformation is derived in Sec. II E and has the form
where the integration is carried out over all variables except ρ. Expanding the adiabatic surface functions as in Eqs. (18) and (22), we nd
Unlike the overlap matrix calculated at xed ρ (24) , the overlap matrix of the primitive functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (27) is not symmetric. We denote this matrix as
It is discussed in more detail in the next section.
In summary, the adiabatic eigenvalue problem can be solved in three steps. First, the overlap matrix of the primitive basis functions (24) is constructed and diagonalized to yield the matrices Λ and X. Second, the matrix of the adiabatic Hamiltonian in the primitive basis is evaluated and transformed to the orthogonalized basis as in Eq. (25) . Third, the matrix (25) is diagonalized to give the eigenvectors T ni (ρ), which are convoluted with the sectorto-sector overlap matrix (27) to yield the sector-to-sector transformation matrix S(ρ k−1 , ρ k ).
In order to implement this strategy, we need to evaluate: (i) the overlap matrix between the primitive functions (24); (ii) the matrix of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (25) in the primitive basis, and (iii) the sector-to-sector overlap matrix O SF (ρ k−1 , ρ k ) in the primitive basis.
C. Matrix elements in the primitive basis
Overlap matrix
Because the primitive functions of the same arrangement are orthonormal, we have
The only nonzero elements of O are those between dierent arrangements. They have the (29) where the renormalized FD rovibrational basis functions φ αvj (θ α ; ρ) are dened by
The functions in the integrand (29) 
where the BF basis functions are given by
Here, K is the projection of the total angular momentum J along the BF z-axis dened by the vectorR α , the symmetric top functions |JM K depend on the Euler angles Ω E 
The matrix elements on the right-hand side are much easier to evaluate because the overlap between the symmetric top functions is 
2. Adiabatic Hamiltonian and sector-to-sector overlap matrices
The matrix elements of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (14) can be derived following the same procedure. The eld-independent part of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (14) can be written in the BF frame as
This Hamiltonian is formally equivalent to that given by (14) . Therefore, we can evaluate the matrix elements of H (ρ) in the SF frame using the transformation (31) as follows
Since the interaction potential does not depend on the Euler angles, the matrix elements of the eld-independent part of the adiabatic Hamiltonian in the BF basis can be reduced to 2D integrals over θ α and γ α . They have the form 53,63,65
The matrix elements of the rst term in square brackets can be obtained by expressing the angular momentum operator in terms of the raising and lowering operators, and taking into account the anomalous commutation relations as described in Refs.
52,53,62,71 . The remaining terms in Eq. (37) are very similar to the overlap matrix elements discussed in the previous section.
Finally, the sector-to-sector overlap matrix in the primitive basis has the form (38) where the BF sector-to-sector overlap matrix is given by
D. Interaction with electric elds
If the interaction of the three-body term with electric elds is neglected, Eq. (10) can be rewritten asH
where χ α is the polar SF angle of the diatomic molecule in arrangement α. In the limit of large ρ, there is no overlap between the vibrational basis functions of dierent arrangements, and the matrix elements of the interaction with electric elds (40) can be written as
Furthermore, at large ρ the dipole moment function d α (θ α ; ρ) is localized near the equilibrium distance of the diatomic molecule and it is a slowly varying function of r α . Therefore, it is a good approximation to neglect the matrix elements o diagonal in v:
We note that this approximation is consistent with neglecting the coupling between dierent arrangements due to the electric eld (41) . For low v considered in this work, the vibrational dependence of the matrix element in Eq. (42) 
where the symbols in parentheses are the 3−j symbols. In order to complete the denition of the matrix elements of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (14), we need to evaluate the matrix elements of the asymptotic Hamiltonian (8) . Because the overlap matrix (33) becomes diagonal in the asymptotic region, the matrix elements of the asymptotic Hamiltonian can be evaluated using Eq. (43),
This expression shows that the asymptotic Hamiltonian is not diagonal in the uncoupled SF basis (20) , except for E = 0. The scattering boundary conditions must be applied in the basis that diagonalizes the asymptotic Hamiltonian (44) 49 . The eigenfunctions ofH as
can be written as linear combinations of the basis functions given by Eq. (20)
where the eld-dependent mixing coecients C jM j ,τ Mτ (E) can be obtained by numerical diagonalization of the asymptotic Hamiltonian matrix (44) . Since the electric eld only couples the levels with ∆j = ±1, the dependence on j of the overlap of rovibrational FD basis functions in Eq. (44) can be neglected, and Eq. (46) rewritten as
where τ, M τ labels the eld-dressed states. The index τ of the function χ αvτ (θ α ; ρ) denotes the dominant rotational state in the expansion (47) .
The matrix of the asymptotic Hamiltonian (3) can also be written in the Jacobi basis dened in the same way as the FD basis (20) 
The eigenfunctions of H mol in Eq. (3) are given by ξ αvj (r α )/r α .
Although the basis (48) is slowly converging at small ρ (where dierent reaction arrangements are strongly coupled 52, 53, 62 ) , it is convenient in the asymptotic region, where the Jacobi basis functions of dierent arrangements are orthonormal. The matrix representation of the asymptotic Hamiltonian (10) in this basis is given by
where αvj is the rovibrational energy of the diatomic molecule dened by Eq. (49).
Since αvj (ρ) → αvj in the limit of large ρ, Eqs. (50) and (44) This is important for reactive scattering boundary conditions (see Sec. II F).
E. Propagation
In order to determine the expansion coecients F i (ρ), it is necessary to integrate the CC equations (17) from small values of ρ to the asymptotic region. Since the adiabatic basis (13) changes with ρ, the solutions F i (ρ) should be transformed to a new basis as ρ increases.
The integration interval of ρ is usually divided into small sectors such that the adiabatic basis (13) does not change within the sector. At the boundary between the (k − 1)-th and k-th sectors, the solutions of Eq. (17) must be transformed to the basis of the k-th sector.
The transformation is determined by the requirement that the total wave function (11) be continuous at the boundary. The coecients F i (ρ k ) can be written as
where ρ k−1 and ρ k denote the centers of the respective sectors, and S(ρ k−1 , ρ k ) is the sectorto-sector overlap matrix given by Eq. (26).
To preserve the numerical stability of the solutions of the CC equations, we propagate the log-derivative matrix 52,53,73,74 dened as 
Using this relation and the denition (52), we obtain
The CC equations can thus be integrated by repeated application of the log-derivative propagation 74 and the transformation (54).
F. Asymptotic Boundary Conditions
In the asymptotic limit ρ → ∞, dierent reaction arrangements become uncoupled, and the reactive scattering wave function can be conveniently re-expressed in the SF Jacobi basis
where the asymptotic eld-dressed Jacobi functions of the diatomic molecule are given by
The energies αvτ Mτ are the Stark levels of the diatomic molecule in arrangement α. The eld-dressed eigenfunctions in the Jacobi coordinates dened by Eq. (56) are distinct from the functions in the FD coodinates (45), and we will specify the arguments of both functions to avoid confusion. Similarly to Eq. (46), the Jacobi asymptotic functions can be expanded in spherical harmonics
with the expansion coecients C jM j ,τ Mτ (E) given by Eq. (47 
where k 2 αvτ Mτ = 2µ(E t − αvτ Mτ ) is the asymptotic wave vector given in terms of the total energy E t and the asymptotic Stark energy (56) , and S ij are the S-matrix elements. They can be evaluated by matching the asymptotic form of the FD wave function (11) to the Jacobi wave function (55) . The details of the asymptotic matching procedure are described in the Appendix. 
where 
The dierential cross section for reactive transitions between the eld-dressed states is given
Integrating this expression overR α and averaging overR α i gives the integral reaction cross
Taking into account the conservation of the total angular momentum projection M , we can rewrite this expression as a sum of partial cross sections calculated from the S-matrix
where the summation over M and M is restricted so that 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the results of preliminary calculations based on the theory described in Sec. II. We study the variation of the cross sections for the chemical reactions 
We chose the endpoints r 53,62 . The upper limit of the total angular momentum J max = j max + max is determined by the BF to SF transformation (31) . The overlap and Hamiltonian matrices are stored on the hard disk for subsequent transformation to the SF frame. At large hyperradius, the couplings between dierent arrangements become negligibly small, and the Hamiltonian and sector-to-sector overlap matrices become sparse. We therefore use sparse matrix storage and retain all matrix elements with the absolute magnitude larger than 10
cm −1 at ρ > 6.6 a 0 . At each propagation step, the eld-independent Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are constructed from the BF matrices using Eqs. (36) and (38) . The matrix elements of the interaction with electric elds are computed directly in the SF basis using Eqs. (43) and added to the eld-independent Hamiltonian.
In order to avoid the overcompleteness problem We consider the reaction of LiF molecules in the lowest-energy Stark state, which correlates to the state |v = 1, j = 0 in the zero-eld limit. The energy of this state decreases with increasing the eld. As the rotational levels of the HF product are only slightly mod-ied by the electric eld (Fig. 2) The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows that the vibrational relaxation is more probable than the chemical reaction at low collision energies. This result is consistent with the calculations of Weck and Balakrishnan
23
. We note that because of the shape resonance at ∼2 K, the cross section for vibrational relaxation displays the same energy dependence as the reactive scattering cross section for collision energies above 1 K. The coupling between dierent partial waves induced by the electric eld modies the shape resonance and suppresses both the inelastic and reactive cross sections in the multiple partial-wave regime. Thus, electric elds can be used not only to change the absolute magnitude of the cross sections, but also to modify their dependence on the collision energy. We note that s-wave scattering begins to dominate the cross sections for vibrational relaxation at higher collision energies, especially at zero electric eld where the reaction probabilities are very small. The presence of electric elds enhances the reaction probabilities in the limit of s-wave scattering, which shifts the upturn of the total reaction cross sections to higher collision energies. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows that electric elds stimulate vibrational relaxation in the s-wave regime, although the eect is not as signicant as for the chemical reaction.
To elucidate the eects of electric elds on vibrational relaxation, we calculated the cross sections for the |v = 1, τ = 0 → |v = 0 transition in a simpler non-reactive collision system CaD + He. The calculations were performed as described in Ref.
50 . Figure 4 shows that electric elds stimulate vibrationally inelastic scattering, in agreement with the results of the calculations for the LiF + H reaction (Fig. 3) . The eciency of vibrational relaxation is determined by the coupling of the ground rotational state of the v = 1 level with the rotational states in the v = 0 maniold induced by the anisotropy of the interaction potential.
In the absence of an electric eld, the dominant transition |v = 1, j = 0 → |v = 0, j = 1 is induced by the leading anisotropic term V 1 of the Legendre expansion of the interaction
Electric elds couple the initial state |v = 1, j = 0 with the rotationally excited states.
As a result, more rotational levels within the v = 1 manifold are coupled by the V 1 term and the coupling between the ground and the rst excited vibrational states increases. To verify this mechanism, we calculated the cross sections for vibrational relaxation without the |v = 1, j = 1 level in the basis set. The matrix of the adiabatic Hamiltonian is transformed to the orthogonalized basis using
Eq. (25) and subsequently diagonalized to yield the adiabatic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions at each ρ. During the propagation from small values of ρ to the asymptotic region, the wave function (or its logarithmic derivative) is transformed from one sector to another using the sector-to-sector transformation matrix (27) . At the end of the propagation, the matrix of solutions is transformed to the asymptotic basis which diagonalizes the interaction with electric elds (46) . The asymptotic matching procedure described in the Appendix yields the reactance matrix K and the scattering matrix S as well as the integral cross sections for reactive scattering as functions of the collision energy and the electric eld strength (Sec. II F).
The theory presented in this work is completely general and can be applied to any abstraction reaction involving polar molecules. Because the eld-independent Hamiltonian (14) Because the asymptotic form of the Jacobi radial functions is well known (58) , it is convenient to re-express the FD wave function at ρ → ∞ in the Jacobi coordinates (55).
The asymptotic FD wave function at the end of the propagation after the transformation to the asymptotic basis (see Sections IID and IIF) has the form
where the eld-dressed FD pendular states ψ αvτ Mτ (r α , θ α ; ρ) are given by Eq. ( Since the basis functions of dierent arrangements are orthonormal in the limit of large ρ, we can invert Eq. (A1) to obtain 
As mentioned above, in the limit of large ρ the basis functions have zero overlap unless α = α . Using the denition (57) and the orthogonality property of the coecients C jM j ,τ Mτ , the integration overr α can be carried out analytically to yield
The integration overR α is straightforward because the expansions given by Eqs. (55) Instead of Eq. (58), it is convenient to use the real boundary conditions for the Jacobi radial functions
and their derivatives
where the primes indicate dierentiation with respect to R α in arrangement α. In Eq. (A6),
K is the reactance K-matrix, and the diagonal matrices of incoming and outgoing waves 
where I is the identity matrix. The S-matrix can be obtained from the K-matrix using the standard Cayley transformation 52, 53 . As in the conventional reactive scattering formalism 52,53,65 , the projection matrices (A9) and (A11) are diagonal in all quantum numbers except v. 
